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Abstract 

With regard to increasing attention to focus on form in English language teaching, there has been a call for an 
integration of meaning-focused and form-focused instruction in the second language (L2) classroom. In this 
regard, this study is an attempt to examine the cross-relationship between Big Five personality traits (namely 
Neuroticism, Extraversion, and Openness to Experience, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness) and EFL 
leaners’ preferences for two types of form-focused Instruction (FFI). The data is collected from 236 Iranian male 
and female who were EFL learners of different language institutes in Tehran, Iran. Participants were supposed to 
fill out the adopted Persian version of NEO-FFI personality trait inventory and Students’ preferences 
questionnaire. To substantiate a correlation between participants’ preferences for isolated/integrated FFI and Big 
Five personality traits, using 16th version of the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), the Chi-square 
analysis was employed. The results indicated a significant relationship (χ2(4, n=236)=44.99, p=.001). The results 
are discussed in the light of this general findings and the study also provides some suggestions for future 
research. 
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1. Introduction 

English teachers as well as their EFL/ESL learners keep certain beliefs and preferences about the process of 
mastering English as a new language. Liao & Chiang (2003) assert that these perceptions are often formed and 
altered based on their previous learning experiences and their cultural background and influence the strategies 
which they employ to enhance their learning and teaching positive outcome. In this regard, mastering the 
grammar of a language and being able to correctly implement this knowledge is one of the challenging tasks to 
accomplish in the way of learning a second/foreign language. Zhenhui (2001) asserted that an effective matching 
between teaching and learning styles can only be achieved when teachers are aware of their learners´ needs, 
capacities, potentials, and learning style preferences. Horwitz (1987) pointed out that when learners’ expectations 
are not matched with the reality of their classrooms, it leads to negative consequences for learning. It is pointed 
out by many experts of the field (for example, Horwitz, 1988; Kern, 1995; Wenden, 1986) that students beliefs 
and preferences play a vital role in motivation, selection of learning strategies, and learning in general. Hence it 
is imperative for language teachers to explore their learners’ perceptions with regard to the factors believed to be 
influential in flourishing the learning of a new language and endeavor to cope with potential conflicts between 
student beliefs and instructional practices (Schulz, 2001). Put together, it seems that teachers are not supposed to 
leave their learners alone in their struggle of learning a target language. There are ways through which they can 
facilitate for their learners what seems at first to be too difficult, and they can have their way toward accurate and 
automatic language use. A lot of research has been conducted to determine the language learners’ attitudes, 
opinions, beliefs and preferences (Obralić & Akbarov, 2012; Ostler, 1980; Saito, 1999; Schulz, 2001). The main 
research topic of interest is considered investigations of the learners’ perception towards the process of EFL 
learning in an educational setting. The main purpose of such studies is to unravel, analyze, and understand better 
the learners’ situation and enhance their learning outcomes. Accordingly, learning preferences form the learners’ 
unique preferences for learning and can influence teachers in planning teaching instructions.  
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Many ESL/EFL teachers experience students’ resistance when they introduce grammar and forms in the 
classroom. Some of the learners prefer to enjoy opportunities to practice them in free conversation, though it is 
not the same for others who prefer more emphasize on overt teaching of grammar. In this regard, it is incumbent 
upon teachers to heed these diversities of preferences if they are determined to enhance learners’ motivation, 
performance, and achievements (Afraz & Ghaemi, 2013). Teachers need to be cautious about these perceptions 
and preferences when planning activities, given that these activities should be perceived in learners’ minds as 
conducive to learning. These affective sides of human being and personality factors, as one line of the current 
study, are among the most cumbersome areas for psychologist to be defined. Personality factors are of 
paramount importance in language learning due to the fact that the concept of language is integrated with our 
emotions which have direct bearing on our personalities (Arnold, 1999; Siyyari, 2011). In order to shed more 
light on this issue, the aim of the present study is to help educational practitioners and teacher educators to find 
further awareness of the underlying factors, especially Big Five personality traits, which may influence the EFL 
learners’ preferences for isolated/integrated FFI.  

2. Big Five Personality Traits 

The affective side of human being, and in particular personality factors, is one of the very abstract areas of 
psychology which has been found very cumbersome by psychologists to operationally define (Roberts, et al., 
2007, p. 328). Systematic efforts to organize the taxonomy of personality have been made by the SLA 
researchers as well as psychologists. As a result of such endeavors, there have been many famous personality 
tests devised and widely employed to investigate individuals’ personality traits. Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), 16 Personality Factor questionnaire, Eysenck’s 
three-factor personality theory, and finally Costa and McCrae’s five-factor theory, also known as the Big Five are 
among these well-known tests. The most celebrated inventory among personality psychologists due to its 
cross-cultural support and stability over time is Costa and McCrae’s five-factor theory (Feist, 2006). Therefore, 
Costa and McCrae’s five-factor theory was used in present study in order to investigate the raters’ personality 
traits. The Big Five covers five dimensions (namely; Agreeableness, Openness to experience, Neuroticism, 
Extraversion, and Conscientiousness) and 30 subordinate facets for each dimension. This detailed classification 
is displayed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. The Big Five dimensions and facets (Costa & McCrae, 1992) 

Dimensions N E O A C 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Facets 

Anxiety 
 
Hostility 
 
Depression 
 
Self-Consciousness 
 
Impulsiveness 
 
Vulnerability to 
Stress 

Warmth 
 
Gregariousness 
 
Assertiveness 
 
Activity 
 
Excitement-Seeking 
 
Positive Emotion 

Fantasy 
 
Aesthetics 
 
Feelings 
 
Actions 
 
Ideas 
 
Values 

Trust 
 
Straight-forwardness 
 
Altruism 
 
Compliance 
 
Modesty 
 
Tender- mindedness 

Competence 
 
Order 
 
Dutifulness 
 
Achievement- Striving 
 
Self-Discipline 
 
Deliberation 

Note. N = Neuroticism, E = Extraversion, O = Openness to Experience, A = Agreeableness, C = Conscientiousness. 
 

Recent professional literature has been leaning toward finding the relationship between personality traits and other 
constructs. Wolfradt & Pretz (2001) investigated the relationship between creativity and personalities among 
college students from a variety of major fields of study. Indicators of creativity were ratings of written stories, 
lists of personal hobbies, and scores on the Creative Personality Scale (CPS; Gough, 1979; ibid.). NEO-Five 
Factor Inventory as well as measures of depersonalization, intolerance of ambiguity, faith in intuition, and 
problem-solving styles was used to assess personality. The results of this study indicated that there is a positive 
relationship between openness to experience and all creativity measures. In addition, high scores on intuition and 
extraversion were the best predictors for creativity as measured by the CPS. Story creativity was predicted by 
low scores on conscientiousness. Depersonalization was not significantly related to creativity. 

O’Connor & Paunonen (2007) claimed that Conscientiousness, is most strongly and consistently associated with 
academic success and Openness to experience positively associated with scholastic achievement, Extraversion 
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negatively related to the same criterion, although the empirical evidence regarding these latter two dimensions 
was somewhat mixed. They added that personality predictors can account for variance in academic performance 
beyond that accounted for by measures of cognitive ability. 

Regarding the relationship between the Big Five personality traits and individual differences in college students’ 
academic motivation, Komarraju & Karau (2005) conducted their research between 172 undergraduates. 
Participants completed the NEO Five Factor Inventory (Costa & McCrae, 1992) and an Academic Motivations 
Inventory. The relationship was substantiated. They concluded that engagement was best explained by Openness 
to experience and Extraversion, achievement was best explained by Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and 
Openness to experience and finally, avoidance was best explained by Neuroticism, Extraversion, and by an 
inverse relationship with Conscientiousness and Openness to experience.  

The relation between these learning styles, the big five personality traits and achievement motivation were 
researched by Busato, Prins, Elshout, & Hamaker (1998). They found that Extraversion is correlated positively 
with the meaning directed, reproduction directed and application directed learning style. Conscientiousness was 
associated positively with the meaning, reproduction and application directed learning style, and negatively with 
the undirected learning style. Openness to experience correlated positively with the meaning and application 
directed learning style, and negatively with the undirected learning style. Moreover, it was also stated that 
neuroticism correlated positively with the undirected learning style and negatively with the meaning and 
reproduction directed learning style. Agreeableness was associated positively with the reproduction and 
application directed learning style. There were positive correlations achievement motivation with the meaning, 
reproduction and the application directed learning style, and a negative one with the undirected learning style.  

3. Form-Focused Instruction 

Inspired by the growing consensus that a focus on form, in addition to a focus on meaning, is of essence for L2 
development (Long & Robinson, 1998), recent professional literature is leaning toward an integration of 
form-focused and meaning-focused instruction in second language classrooms. There have been many 
taxonomies of FFI proposed by experts of the field. The most wildly-cited taxonomy was put forward by Long 
(1991). FFI can consist of either a focus on forms which involves preplanned attempts for present segmented 
linguistic items in an isolated and decontextualized manner, or a focus on form which draws students’ attention 
to linguistic elements while the overriding focus of the instruction is on meaning or communication. The focus 
on-form perspective dismisses the traditional focus on forms and it also disaccords with an exclusive focus on 
meaning, in which no special effort is made to deal with form. Fotos & Nassaji (2007) mentioned that Long 
(1991) further subdivided focus on form into reactive focus on form which occurs in responses to 
communication problems. Daughty & William (1998) have suggested proactive focus on form. That is, the 
teacher plans in advance to introduce form-focused Instruction. Later on, Ellis (2001) distinguishes between 
planned focus on form, i.e., pre selection of linguistic structures during a meaning-focused activity, and 
incidental focus on form, i.e., focusing on linguistic structures while they arise spontaneously during 
meaning-focused activities. Recently, Spada, (2009) chose two terms isolated and integrated form-focused 
instruction in order to address that when it is beneficial for learners to draw their attention to form in 
communicative and content-based instruction.  

By Isolated FFI they mean a type of instruction in which the form is provided separately from the 
communicative use of language. In other words, isolated FFI can be presented to learners prior to or after a 
communicative activity. Therefore, the focus on language form is not combined with the communicative or 
content-based portions of the lesson. In integrated FFI on the other hand, the form is not separated from the 
content and is presented to learners within ongoing communicative or content-based instruction. Exchange of 
meaning is of very focus and attention to form is trifling. Spada & Lightbown (1993) added that focusing on 
form occurs within a communicative activity; however, “the language features in focus may have been 
anticipated and planned for by the teacher or they may occur incidentally in the course of ongoing interaction” 
(Spada et al., 2009, p. 71). 

Reviewing the literature reveals that both isolated and integrated FFI can be of very benefit to learners. Dekeyser 
(1998) favored isolated FFI over Integrated one and asserted that grammar should be taught explicitly with 
regard to skill acquisition theory. Support for integrated FFI is expressed in the work of Long’s (1996) “revised 
interaction hypothesis”, Lyster’s (1998) “negotiation of form” and Swain & Lapkin’s (2002) “meta-talk”. Based 
on these constructions, drawing learners’ attention to form within communicative practice provides them an 
opportunity to make form-meaning connections and receive information about language form right at the time 
when they need to express messages. Although there is abundant research on FFI, the dearth of research into 
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investigating learners’ preferences for isolated and integrated FFI and the underlying factors of such preferences 
is unfortunate. To the best knowledge of the researchers, little research, if any, has been conducted on 
researching the learners’ personality traits in correlation with learners’ preferences for types of FFI. This is the 
mission this study is going to take over.  

4. Research Question 

The present study was carried out to address the following research question: 

Q1. Is there any significant correlation between Iranian EFL learners’ preferences for isolated/integrated FFI and 
their Big Five personality traits? 

With regard to the research question, the following null hypothesis was formed:  

H1. There is no significant correlation between Iranian EFL learners’ preferences for isolated/integrated FFI and 
their Big Five personality traits.  

5. Methodology 

5.1 Participants 
The participants of this study consisted of 236 Iranian male and female adult EFL learners studying in different 
language institutes in Tehran, Iran. They aged between 16 and 32, with the mean of 25.3. Learners were placed at 
intermediate level of language proficiency based on placement tests conducted by educational supervisors of 
those institutes. They took part in this study voluntarily to make sure of their eager participation due to the fact 
that filling questionnaires out is a difficult and time-consuming job for most learners and they do not enjoy it. 

5.2 Instruments 
In order to provide the means for gleaning out the necessary data for this study, the followings were required: 

5.2.1 Personality Trait Inventory 

This inventory is named NEO-FFI consisting of sixty items scored for the five domains only, appropriate for 
when time is an issue and global information on personality is sufficient and appropriate for individuals aged 17 
or older (Costa & McCrae, 1992). Siyyari (2011, See Appendix A) adopted the Persian version of this 
questionnaire for his study and made several necessary revisions in order to be more localized and the revised 
version was the one applied in the current study. This inventory -consisting of 60 items- is scored based on Likert 
scale of 1 to 5. Items 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26 , 31, 36, 41, 46, 51, 56 in this questionnaire are related to neuroticism. 
Extraversion items are 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, 32, 37, 42, 47, 52, and 57. Openness items are 3, 8, 13, 23, 28, 33, 38, 
43, 48, 53, and 58. The next trait included in this inventory is agreeableness which is manifested in items 
number 4, 9, 14, 19, 24, 29, 34, 39, 44, 49, 54, 59. The last classification of items (i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 
40, 45, 50, 55, and 60) is related to Conscientiousness. Regarding the fact that alpha for every trait was above .80, 
it was concluded that all the five traits of the Persian NEO-FFI were internally consistent (r=.73). 

5.2.2 Student Preferences for Grammar Instruction Questionnaire 

Another instrument used in this study was Student Preferences for Grammar Instruction Questionnaire newly 
developed by Spada et al. (2009; See Appendix B). This questionnaire was to explore second language (L2) 
learners’ preferences for isolated and integrated form-focused (FFI) instruction. This questionnaire was 
composed of 3 sections; the first part was some personal questions on sex, country of origins, age, etc. The 
second part composed of 20 items scored based on Likert scale of 1 to 5. The third part included a blank space 
for learners to provide their comments. Items 1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 15, 20 were related to isolated FFI and 
items 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19 to integrated forms. The internal consistency was checked and approved 
(r=.85) in the first administration in Iran. The construct validity for both questionnaires were also measured and 
confirmed. 

5.3 Procedure 

In order to fulfill the objective of the present study, ex-post facto design was employed. The data needed was 
collected directly and indirectly through emails, friends, ex-colleagues, etc. The learners were instructed how to 
fill out the questionnaires in their free time since one obvious way to learn about an individual’s standing on a 
personality trait or their viewpoints toward an issue is simply to enquire directly about that trait. Subsequently, 
the collected data were classified into different categories based on the personality traits and learners’ 
preferences. Correlational analyses were used to find the answer for aforementioned research question. 
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6. Data Analysis 

The data were analyzed through the 16th version of the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS).The first 
step was to investigate whether the participants’ preferences for isolated/integrated FFI scores showed a 
significant correlation with their total Big Five personality traits scores. With regard to two nominal variables 
involved in this study, the analysis of Chi-square was calculated. Given the significant correlation obtained, the 
next step was to elaborate on the obtained results with the five aspects of Big Five personality traits as the set of 
independent variables and the obtained scores for the participants’ preferences for isolated/integrated FFI as the 
dependent variable. 

7. Result  

The Table of descriptive statistics (Table 2) indicates that all the 236 participants who filled out the 
questionnaires were included in the data analysis procedure as active valid cases.  

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of research study samples 

 Cases 

 Valid Missing Total 

 N Percent N Percent N Percent 

preferences * Personality traits 236 100.0% 0 .0% 236 100.0% 

 

An analysis of chi-square was run to probe any significant relationship between EFL learners’ Big Five 
personality traits and their preferences for isolated/integrated FFI. As presented in Table 3, the results revealed a 
significant relationship (χ2(4, n=236)=44.99, p=.001).  

 

Table 3. Chi-square tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 44.999a 4 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 46.424 4 .000 

Linear-by-Linear Association 11.080 1 .001 

N of Valid Cases 236   

Note. a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 11.44. 

 

In order to find out whether the effect size is large enough in terms of effect size, Cramer’s V analysis was 
carried out. The observed value (Crammar’s V= .043) indicated a medium effect size (Table 4). 

 

Table 4. Effect size observed 

  Value Asymp. Std. Error Approx. T Approx. Sig. 

Nominal by Nominal Phi .437   .000 

Cramer’s V .437   .000 

Interval by Interval Pearson’s R .217 .065 3.403 .001 

Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation .242 .067 3.807 .000 

N of Valid Cases 236    

 

As displayed in Table 5, neurotic EFL learners preferred isolated form-focused instruction while integrated 
form-focused instruction was favored by those EFL learners who were open and extravert.  
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Table 5. Frequencies and percentages of preferences for FFI by personality traits 

   Personality Traits 

Total    Neuroticism Extraversion Openness Agreeable Conscientiousness 

Preferences Isolated Count 45 15 14 16 10 100 

Expected Count 24.6 24.2 25.4 14.4 11.4 100.0 

% within Preferences 45.0% 15.0% 14.0% 16.0% 10.0% 100.0%

% within Personality Traits 77.6% 26.3% 23.3% 47.1% 37.0% 42.4%

% of Total 19.1% 6.4% 5.9% 6.8% 4.2% 42.4%

Integrated Count 13 42 46 18 17 136 

Expected Count 33.4 32.8 34.6 19.6 15.6 136.0 

% within Preferences 9.6% 30.9% 33.8% 13.2% 12.5% 100.0%

% within Personality Traits 22.4% 73.7% 76.7% 52.9% 63.0% 57.6%

% of Total 5.5% 17.8% 19.5% 7.6% 7.2% 57.6%

Total Count 58 57 60 34 27 236 

Expected Count 58.0 57.0 60.0 34.0 27.0 236.0 

% within Preferences 24.6% 24.2% 25.4% 14.4% 11.4% 100.0%

% within Personality Traits 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

% of Total 24.6% 24.2% 25.4% 14.4% 11.4% 100.0%

 

The following graph (Graph 1) depicts the significant relationship between personality traits and language 
learners’ preferences for form-focused instruction. As it is shown, integrated FFI was approximately equal with 
EFL learners who were characterized as neurotic, agreeable, or Conscientiousness. Extravert and open EFL 
learners preferred this type more, however. With regard to isolated FFI, neurotic EFL learners were more eager 
to receive such a type of instruction.  

 

Figure 1. The frequencies of types of FFI with regard to personality traits 

 

8. Discussion  

Some learners seek for more opportunities to participate in free conversation, expressing their wish towards a 
more communicatively oriented approach, and learning new forms and instructions in an ongoing 
communication. On the other hand, there are those who are more teacher-dependent and focus on teaching. 
Teacher should take into account such learners diversities in choosing the most effective approaches in their 
classrooms. Accordingly, it is imperative for teachers and learners to negotiate to be acquainted with each other’ 
opinion and preferences and exchange ideas. In the same line of research, this investigation sought to determine 
whether learners’ preferences for the type of form-focused instruction they are willing to receive is in correlation 
with the personality traits they possess. With regard to the aim of the study, the analysis substantiated the 
relationship between EFL learners’ preferences and their personality traits. The findings showed that extravert or 
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open learners have tendency for integrated FFI and neurotic learners prefer isolated type. Costa & McCrae (1992) 
mention that Neuroticism is associated with the person’s tendency to undergo negative feelings like fear, sadness, 
embarrassment, anger, guilt, disgust, irrationality, impulsive, and not very good at controlling stress. Those 
individuals who are low on Neuroticism, one the other hand, are emotionally stable, clam, even-tempered, 
relaxed, and able to deal with stressful situations. Regarding the type of form-focused instruction, neurotic EFL 
learners favored isolated type over the integrated one. They need their teachers to provide a situation for 
reducing negative feelings. If the FFI is not accompanied or taught during an ongoing communicative use of 
language, i.e., it is provided separately as a priori or posteriori, neurotic learners feel safer and more secure.  

As regards Extraversion and Openness to Experience, Costa & McCrae (1992) explain that Extraverts tend to be 
sociable, assertive, active, talkative, upbeat, energetic, optimistic, cheerful, and liking excitement and stimulation. 
Open individuals have a tendency to be curious about both inner and outer worlds thus experiencing more of 
them. They are into dealing with novel ideas and unconventional values, and questioning authority. This, 
however, does not mean they are unprincipled. EFL learners characterized as open or extravert favored 
integrated FFI and need not to receive the form separate from the content. They are in support of taking part in 
ongoing communicative activities, focusing on meaning and paying trifling attention to form. In a similar vein, 
McCrae & Ingraham (1987) has found Openness strongly related with divergent thinking which is by itself a 
contributor to creativity. MacIntyre & Charos (1996, as cited in Bailey, Onwuegbuzie, & Daley, 2000) found that 
all of the Big Five’s dimensions were significant predictors of language-related attitudes. These attitudes are also 
found to be predictors of motivation and willingness to communicate, which are themselves directly related to 
foreign language learning achievement and success. 

Negeow (1999) has asserted that the more conscious of their learning preferences the learners are, the more they 
benefit from their learning opportunities. This claim provides support for conducting such psychological 
inquiries for teachers in their classrooms. Teachers can help leaner to be aware of their preferences and their 
personality traits in order to look for the most suitable instruction. As a result, achievement and learning take 
place consequently. A bulk of research findings (Schulz, 2001; Spada & Gass, 1986; Wesche, 1981; Yorio, 1986) 
indicated that a mismatch between instructors’ and learners’ attitudes may lead to conflict that can adversely 
affect learning. It is of paramount importance for teachers, especially EFL teachers, to provide learners with an 
environment that is conducive to learning and infuse the curriculum with diverse viewpoints. If a learner feels 
uncomfortable, unsafe, or not respected, their chances of success in that class dramatically decrease. On the other 
hand, if they feel respected, it goes vice versa. 

According to the findings, it can be inferred that:  

• Teachers and teacher educators must be willing to cross traditional personal and professional boundaries 
in pursuit of enhancing learners’ achievement.  

• Teaching a diverse group of learners’ means recognizing that all the people are unique in their own way. 
In different ways, each of them needs the opportunity for presenting their talents and learning in ways that work 
for them. 

• Teachers and teacher educators must defer all learners as individuals with individually defined identities, 
preferences, and opinion. 

• Socially responsive and responsible teaching and learning requires an anthropologically and 
ethnographically informed teaching stance; teachers and teacher educators must be introduced to and routinely use 
the tools of practitioner/teacher research (such as the questionnaires, think aloud protocols, diaries, journals, etc.) 
in order to get informed of what their learners think and what they need to fulfill their duties and tasks.  

• Learners possess a right to a variety of educational experiences that help them make informed decisions 
about their role and participation in language, literacy, and life. 

9. Conclusion 

Compared to other studies, the results of the research were not so much striking. Reviewing the literature, it was 
revealed that there are considerable discrepancies of opinions between learners. These variations were also 
observed among personality traits which learners possess. Learners’ preferences for the various classroom 
activities with regard to their learning strategies, styles, and personality traits is an area of research which 
warrants further investigation and carry firm implications for language teachers and practitioners. In the case of 
teaching, nature and process of teaching should be made with reference to learners, in order to get them actively 
involved in the learning process (Nunan, 1999). The results from this study can be encouraging news for EFL 
teachers and practitioners because they can astonishingly flourish their learners’ achievements if they investigate 
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the basis and nature of their learners’ preferences, attitudes, and beliefs. Looking for materials and choosing 
suitable approaches to be presented in the classes would be more pleasing for teachers when they know what 
their customers prefer. However, due to some limitations of this study, namely limited number of attempted 
items in tests and not triangulating the collected data through using interviews or observations, these findings 
should cautiously be taken into account. Also, this study investigated the issue under question among Iranian 
EFL learners with intermediate language proficiency level, and this very delimitation makes us more cautious in 
making generalizations based on the findings of this study to other settings and other levels. Further research can 
be conducted investigating the effect of matching learners’ preferences with teachers’ practice on their language 
achievement among EFL learners of various proficiencies. In future research, a more detailed qualitative analysis 
can be carried out in order to triangulate the findings. 
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Appendix A 

Persian NEO-FFI Questionnaire 

 .نيستماهل نگرانی  .1

 .باشند دوست دارم آدمهای زيادی دور و برم .2

 .وقت خودم را با خيال پردازی تلف کنم ندارمدوست  .3

 با احترام رفتار کنم همهسعی می کنم با  .4

 .وسايلم را اغلب تميز و مرتب نگه می دارم .5

 .در مقابل ديگران اغلب احساس حقارت می کنم .6

 .به سادگی می خندم .7

 .وقتی روش صحيح کاری را پيدا کنم، هميشه از آن استفاده می کنم. .8

 .ب با خانواده و همکارانم مشاجره دارماغل .9

 .به راحتی قادرم سرعت کارم را طوری تنظيم کنم که بيشتر کار ها به موقع انجام شود .10

 .وقتی تحت فشار زياد هستم احساس می کنم دارم از هم می پاشم .11

 .نمی دانمخودم را چندان سرزنده و شاد   .12

 .ت دارمعلاقه زيادی به طرح های هنری و زيبايی های طبيع  .13

 .بعضی ها فکر می کنند من خود خواه و خود پسند هستم .14

 .نيستمآدم چندان منظمی  .15

 .به ندرت احساس غم و تنهايی می کنم .16

 .از صحبت با مردم واقعا لذت می برم .17

 .به نظر من وقتی دانشجويان به سخنرانيهای بحث بر انگيز گوش می دهند تنها گيج و سردرگم می شوند .18

 .جای رقابت با ديگران با آنان همکاری کنمترجيح می دهم به   .19

 .سعی می کنم تمام کار هايی را که به من محول می شود با وجدان انجام دهم  .20

 .اغلب احساس می کنم عصبی و تحت فشار هستم .21

 .دوست دارم محيط اطرافم فعال و پرنشاط باشد .22

 .نداردشعر بر روی من تاثير اندک يا ابدا تاثيری  .23

 .يات ديگران بد بين و مشکوک هستممعمولا نسبت به ن  .24

 .بيشترهدف های من روشن و مشخص هستند و من با نظم و ترتيب خاصی در صدد دستيابی به آنها هستم .25

 .گاهی اوقات کاملا احساس پوچی می کنم .26

 .اغلب دوست دارم کارهايم را به تنهايی انجام دهم .27

 .اغلب غذا های جديد و خارجی را امتحان می کنم .28

 .اگر ما اجازه بدهيم، مردم از ما سوء استفاده می کنند به نظر من .29

 .اغلب قبل از اينکه مشغول به کار شوم وقت زيادی تلف می کنم .30

 .احساس ترس و نگرانی می کنم به ندرت .31

 .اغلب فکر می کنم سر شار از انرژی هستم .32

 .توجهی به نقش و تاثير محيط بروی خلق و خوی خود دارم به ندرت .33

 .ه می شناسم مرا دوست دارندبيشتر اشخاصی ک .34

 .برای رسيدن به بيشتر اهدافم تلاش زيادی می کنم .35

 .اغلب از طرز رفتار ديگران با خودم عصبانی می شوم .36

 .آدم بشاش و با روحيه ای هستم .37

 .به عقيده ی من ما برای تصميم گيری در زمينه ی مسائل اخلاقی بايد به مراجع مذهبی خود روی آوريم .38

 .می کنند من سرد و حسابگر هستم بعضی افراد فکر .39

 .وقتی کاری را به عهده می گيرم، می توانيد برای انجام دادن آن روی من حساب کنيد .40
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 .خيلی اوقات وقتی مشکلی پيش می آيد دلسرد می شوم و دلم می خواهد آن را کنار بگذرام .41

 .نيستمآدم خوش بين و بشاشی  .42

 .ثر هنری نگاه می کنم مو به تنم راست می شود و هيجان زده می شومگاهی وقتی قطعه شعری می خوانم و يا به يک ا .43

 .در مورد عقايدم سر سخت و يکدنده هستم .44

 .نيستمگاهی اوقات آن طور که بايد قابل اعتماد و اتکا  .45

 .غمگين و افسرده هستم به ندرت .46

 .سرعت زندگی من خيلی زياد است .47

 .ندارميا موقعيت بشر  علاقه ی چندانی به انديشيدن در مورد ماهيت جهان و .48

 .معمولا سعی می کنم بافکر و با ملاحظه باشم .49

 .فرد پر ثمر و مفيدی هستم که اغلب کار ها را به پايان می رسانم .50

 .اغلب احساس استيصال می کنم و نياز دارم فرد ديگری مشکلاتم را حل کند .51

 .بسيار فعال هستم  .52

 .کنجکاوی های زيادی نسبت به چند و چون امور دارم .53

 .، مطلب را به او می گويمنيايداگر از کسی خوشم  .54

 .منظم باشم نمی توانمانگار هيچ وقت  .55

 .بعضی اوقات آنقدر شرمسار می شوم که می خواهم خودم را از ديدها پنهان کنم .56

 .ترجيح می دهم راه خودم را بروم تا اينکه رهبر ديگران باشم  .57

 .های انتزاعی لذت می برماغلب اوقات از کلنجار رفتن با نظريه ها و ايده  .58

 .برای رسيدن به خواسته هايم ديگران فريب و بازيچه قراردهم بدم نمی آيداگر لازم باشد  .59

 .سعی می کنم بيشتر کارها را به نحو احسن انجام دهم .60

 

  در مورد ويژگيهای شخصيتی ”NEO-FFI“پرسشنامه 

نام خود را در .خود را در پاسخنامه و در جايی که مشخص شده علامت بگذاريدجوابهای . لطفا قبل از شروع کليه دستور العملها را بخوانيد
  .محلی که در پاسخنامه مشخص شده بنويسيد

  .هر يک را با دقت خوانده و گزينه ای درست را روی پاسخنامه علامت بزنيد. جمله دارد 60اين پرسشنامه 

  .را علامت بزنيد 1د، گزينه هستي کاملا مخالفاگر مطلب کاملا نادرست است و شما با آن 

  .را علامت بزنيد 2هستيد، گزينه  مخالفاگر مطلب بيشتر نادرست است و شما با آن 

و بی تفاوت هستيد،  بی طرفاگر مطلب نيمی درست و نيمی نادرست است و شما نميتوانيد کاملا تصميم بگيريد يا نسبت به آن 
  .را علامت بزنيد 3گزينه 

  .را علامت بزنيد 4 هستيد، گزينه موافقاست و شما با آن اگر مطلب بيشتردرست 

  .را علامت بزنيد 5هستيد، گزينه  کاملا موافقاگر مطلب کاملا درست است و شما با آن 

تنها چيزی که اهميت دارد . برای جواب دادن به اين سوالات تخصص خاصی لازم نيست، و جوابها هيچ يک الزاما درست يا نا درست نيستند
  .ابراز صادقانه احساس و عقيده شما نسبت به خود است

به شما وقت کافی برای مرور جوابها داده . به همه سوالات در مقابل شماره مربوطه پاسخ دهيد ودر پايان به سه سوال ا، ب، و ج نيز پاسخ دهيد
  .می شود

  .جوابهای خود را به صورت افقی در جدول زير وارد کنيد

  :نام و نام خانوادگی

=2  کاملا مخالف=1 3 مخالف = 4 بی طرف  کاملا موافق=5 موافق=
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 _________خير  _________بلی    آيا به تمامی سوالات پاسخ داديد؟  . أ

 _________خير   _________آيا جوابها را در محل درست وارد کرديد؟      بلی  . ب

  _________خير  _________آيا به سوالات دقيق و صادقانه جواب دهيد؟      بلی   . ج

 با تشکر فراوان از وقت شما

 

Appendix B 

Student FFI Preferences Questionnaire 
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